
 

 

 
 
CV Grammar and Punctuation 
 
Common Mistakes Correct Usage Comments 
A level’s A Levels ‘A’ levels or A levels or A-levels – are all acceptable. 
GCSE’s GCSEs G.C.S.E.s is also correct but stops of this kind are no longer 

considered necessary. 
one weeks work experience one week’s work experience  
two weeks work experience two weeks’ work experience  
sales assistant – in a heading Sales Assistant – in a heading  
Sales assistant – within the body of text sales assistant – within body of text Sales Assistant is also fine within the body of text – just make 

sure you are consistent throughout your CV i.e. always using 
either initial upper case or always using initial lower case within 
the body of text. 

Modules studied include; Introduction 
to corporate Finance, Accounting and 
financial management; Financial risk 
management; Corporate and wholesale 
finance; Financial derivatives; Marketing 
management… etc. 

Modules studied include: Introduction to 
Corporate Finance, Accounting and Financial 
Management, Financial Risk Management, 
Corporate and Wholesale Finance, Financial 
Derivatives, Marketing Management. 

Be consistent with initial letters of module titles. You do not 
have to use initial capitals for module titles. You can use lower 
case initial letters – e.g. introduction to corporate finance – as 
long as you are consistent throughout. 

 Modules studied include: Introduction to 
Corporate Finance; Accounting and Financial 
Management; Financial Risk Management; 
Corporate and Wholesale Finance; Financial 
Derivatives; Marketing Management. 

Commas or semicolons can be used to separate the module 
titles. As a general guide, if the list is quite long semicolons are 
better.  Or, if items in a list already have commas in them, use 
semicolons between them.  For example: …government 
departments such as health; education; agriculture, food and 
fisheries; the foreign office and employment. 

Project title: “The Site of Action of 
Polymyxin B on the NMDA Receptor 
Complex.” 

Project title: ‘The Site of Action of Polymyxin 
B on the NMDA Receptor Complex.’ 

Quotation marks (“…”) or (‘…’). If you are referring to your 
project/thesis/dissertation or other piece of work, use single 
quotation marks (or single inverted commas as they are also 
called).  Double quotation marks (“…”) are usually used to 
indicate speech. 

 
 
 



 

 
Common Mistakes Correct Usage Comments 
Referees available on request References available on request When you provide the name and contact details of the referee 

then your heading is simply ‘Referees’.  If you are not providing 
name and contact details you write ‘References available on 
request’. 

team work; team-work teamwork Appears as one word in the Oxford English Dictionary 
time keeper; time-keeper timekeeper As above 
part time; full time part-time; full-time These words should always be hyphenated 
masters degree; bachelors degree master’s degree; bachelor’s degree There is an apostrophe as it is a ‘degree of master/bachelor’. 
Honour’s degree honours degree There’s never an apostrophe in ‘honours’ as it is describing a 

degree with honours. 
Internet internet There is much debate about whether to use an initial capital on 

this word.  We recommend a small initial letter. 
 
Common Mistakes Correct Usage Comments 
organized (American spelling) organised (English version)  
analyze (American spelling) analyse (English version)  
liase/liased/liason/liasing liaise/liaised/liaison/liaising  
I hold a full driving license I hold a full driving licence For a verb use ‘s’; for a noun use ‘c’ 
I hold a full drivers licence I hold a full driver’s licence  
I practice martial arts on a regular basis I practise martial arts on a regular basis For a verb use ‘s’; for a noun use ‘c’ 
I attend piano practise weekly  I attend piano practice weekly As above 
a television program a television programme 

a graduate development programme 
N.B. in America, the correct spelling in all cases is ‘program’ 

a computer programme a computer program As above 
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